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Proactively manage risk by 
knowing first and acting 

quickly.

Focus teams by prioritizing
and managing risk, not 

searching for it.

Prevent missed threats with 
broad coverage of sources + 

formats.

Dataminr’s AI Platform provides cybersecurity teams with real-time, actionable intelligence on 
emerging threats to their business. Dataminr Pulse for Cyber Risk enables these teams to 
identify threats earlier and from the broadest set of sources to build enterprise resilience. Since 
2009, Dataminr has pioneered AI for real-time risk detection and is relied on by two-thirds of the 
Fortune 50, more than half of the Fortune 500, and governmental organizations across the globe.

AI for Real-Time Risk Detection

DATAMINR’S AI PLATFORM TRANSFORMS MODERN CYBERSECURITY

SPEED SCOPE RELEVANCE

PULSE FOR CYBER RISK: CORE USE CASES

Digital Risk Detection: Get early warnings of risk 
to digital assets, including leaked credentials and 
data, account and domain impersonation, and 
mentions across the surface deep and dark web.

External Attack Intelligence: Mitigate risk by 
tracking threats to your company, subsidiaries, and 
3rd parties across ransomware, APT groups, leaks, 
breaches, DDoS, defacement, and malware activity.

Vulnerability Prioritization: Prioritize patching 
with visibility to the entire lifecycle of a 
vulnerability, from pre-CVE to exploitation, while 
surfacing relevant vulnerabilities in your 
infrastructure.

Cyber-Physical Convergence: Gain real-time 
intelligence on converged cyber and physical 
threats, including physical threats to IT and OT 
infrastructure, network and power outages, 
disasters, and emerging geopolitical risks.

ACCESS REAL-TIME INTELLIGENCE IN YOUR EXISTING WORKFLOW

Pulse for Cyber Risk easily fits into your workflows and can be delivered via native desktop and 

mobile apps, as well as simple-to-configure APIs and out-of-the-box connectors that

integrate with your preferred SIEM, SOAR, and TIP platform.
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